
MW50+ Wireless On/Over Ear-
Black/Silver
154497

399,00 €

Master & Dynamic's MW50+ On and Over-Ear
Headphones feature interchangeable ear pads for
versatility and exceptional sound, using beryllium drivers.
Choose on-ear for rich, expansive sound on-the-go.
Choose over-ear for full sound isolation.

Listen, Your Way
M&D has a deep passion for designing technically sophisticated headphones that look as beautiful as the sound. The
MW50+ features Best-in-class-signal-range using Bluetooth 4.1 with aptX. Each pair comes with two sets of
interchangeable ear pads, one over-ear pair and one on-ear pair.

Designed for decades of use
We engineer our products to last, utilising heavy-duty materials such as premium leathers and stainless steel. We
design our parts to be easily replaceable, ensuring that our headphones continue to perform with precision for decades
to come. On-Ear and Over-Ear consisting of memory foam and lambskin.

Tuned for a rich, warm sound
We sought a natural, detailed, live sound signature for our headphones. Our expansive soundscape captures the detail
that well recorded music has to offer. Our tuning was designed to complement a diversity of tastes and musical genres.
Exclusive drivers use beryllium for superior acoustics.

Complemented by functional details
We carefully crafted all the essential functions and practical details into our designs, from the easily replaceable parts
to separating the microphone from the remote for increased vocal clarity. Ear cups fold flat for portability and comfort.

Wireless Music Enjoyment
The MW50+ combines durable stainless steel components with an all aluminum antenna to create uncompromising
durability, style and a premium signal range. Data is transferred via Bluetooth 4.1 aptX. With 16 hours of battery life,
you're ready for longer sessions.

In the Box

SRP 399,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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1x MW50+ headphones
1x On-Ear Pads
1x Over-Ear-Pads
1x Leather-Earpad-Case
1x Leather-Cables case
1x Canvas envelope
1x USB-C cable
1x 1,25 m AUX-cable

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0858901007402

Manufacturer number: MW50S1+

Product weight: 1.2 kilograms
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